SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW:

8 COMMON BUSINESS CHALLENGES YOU
CAN TACKLE WITH A VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT SOLUTION
1

I need to help my leaders prepare for a
new role or rank within the organization.

A New Role program that helps leaders acknowledge and improve their
mental models while honing the new skills they need in a realistic virtual
simulation environment.

2

My leaders need to boost their
performance, deal with complexity,
and manage change.

A Leadership Skills program that emphasizes the human aspects of
leadership by developing curiosity and questions, resilience, emotional
intelligence, self-awareness, systems thinking, and divergent thinking

3

My executives want to be industryshapers and move our business toward
a leadership position in the market.

An Executive Leadership program that grows your senior leaders’ market
understanding and ability to lead change efforts through training in strategic
thinking, risk, pattern recognition, planning, and insights

4

We’re undergoing a major
transformation and need our leaders
to adjust, prepare, and succeed.

An Organizational Transformation program that boosts leaders’
aptitude in innovation, creativity, and managing complexity across systems
– resulting in the skills and confidence to guide an organization through key
pivotal moments

5

My leaders need support in
managing their personal wellness
so they can be resilient and present.

A Sustainable Leadership + Wellness program that teaches vital
personal skills for boosting vitality, achieving balance, connecting to purpose,
and managing time and priorities effectively

6

Some leaders need help understanding
the basics of our business, including
profit models and financial statements.

A Business Acumen course that helps leaders master financial analysis
and planning, as well as intimately understand how their organization
generates revenue

7

Advanced leaders need training on
global market influences, competitor
movements, and external factors
affecting our business.

An Advanced Business Acumen program that explores market dynamics,
competitive analysis, and insights from adjacent industries to support leaders’
ability to effect change across their organization and the global market

8

My leaders need training on
special topics like digital literacy
and data analytics.

A Speciality Leadership Skills course that can help your leaders make
sense of data and enhance awareness and readiness around fundamental
changes to business driven by new technologies, including machine learning,
AI, and blockchain

FIND YOUR LEADING EDGE
Get in touch today to talk through how we can tailor a virtual solution to your needs.

SCHEDULE A MEETING
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